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Abstract 

The reliability of standby redundant systems with repair is analyzed 

by means of semi-Markov processes. The systems are composed of 

units having general failure time distribution and of repair facilities 

having expc.nential repair time distribution. For these systems, the 

Laplace-Stieltjes transforms of the system failure time distribution 

function, the mean time to system failure (MTSF), and the steady state 

availability are derived. The MTSF and the system availability of some 

examples are calculated numerically, and comparison of different failure 

distributions is made. Furthermore, the limiting distribution of the 

system failure time, as repair rate increases indefinitely, is shown to 

become exponential under certain conditions. 

1. Introduction 

Nowadays, the reliability problems of complicated systems seem to 

be of great importance. One of the methods to increase the system 
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Fig. 1. A Model of Standby Systems with Repair. 

reliability is obtained by the introduction of redundancy. Repair main

tenance is also well known to improve the reliability of systems. Here, 

we shall discuss the reliability of repairable redundant systems. 

Studies of reliability analysis for such cases have been made by 

several authors, e.g. Barlow [1], Downton [2], Gnedenko [3], Srinivasan 

[7], Natarajan [4], Osaki [5], and others. In this paper, standby redundant 

systems with repair maintenance are analyzed by making use of semi

Markov processes. 

As shown in Fig. 1, a system is assumed to consist of n identical 

units, one of which is in operation while the other n -1 units are spares. 

When an operating unit fails, one of the spares is substituted for the 

failed unit. It is presumed that there are r repairmen, each of whom 

is capable of dealing with one unit at a time, and that a repaired unit joins 

spares. If all repairmen are busy, each newly failed unit joins a waiting 

line and waits until a repairman is freed. The system failure is assumed 

to occur as soon as all n units are defective. Suppose that the distri

bution F(t) of the time from the beginning of operation to the failure 

of the unit is general, and that the repair time distribution M(t) is ex

ponential given as: 

(1) M(t)==l-e-l't. 
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It is assumed that a unit whose repair is completed recovers its function 

perfectly. 

Barlow [1] has obtained the mean recurrence time to failed state of 

the system in the case of r= n, and, using this result, steady-state 

system availability can be calculated. Srinivasan [7] has investigated the 

system of r=n-l to derive the Laplace-Stieltjes (LS) transform of failure 

time distribution function by a direct method making use of binomial 

moments to obtain the MTSF. Natarajan [4] has studied the system 

having general r repairmen and exponential failure time distribution. 

In this paper, a method of treating the case of general r with general 

failure time distribution by the use of the Pyke's matrix equation [6] is 

shown, and, further, the LS transform of failure function, the MTSF, 

and the steady state availability are derived for the sytem in the cases 

of r=l, 2, and r>n-l. 

2. Semi-Markov Process 

As a model for an n-unit system, we consider a semi-Markov process 

having n states 1,2, .. " n. The integer valued states denote the number 

of failed units. The epoch of time to which the process is referred are 

the instants just after the failure of a unit has occurred. Transition 

probability from state i to state j within time interval t is denoted by 

Q;;(t). Furthermore, Gij(t) stands for the distribution function of the 

first passage time from state i to state j. Here, Qij(t) and G;;(t) have 

corresponding LS transforms 

( 2) qij(S) = ~~ e-"dQij(t) 

and 

( 3 ) g jj(s) = \00 e-"dG;;(t) . 
• 0 

Then Q(s) and G(s) are defined as the matrices having these transforms 

as their elements. For a semi-Markov process with finitely many states, 

Pyke [6] has shown that 
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56 Michikazu Kumagai 

(4 ) G(s) = Q(s)[J+ G.(s)] 

where G.(s) denotes a matrix composed of the off-diagonal elements of 

G(s) and with diagonal elements of zeros, and J is the n x n identity 

matrix. When some elements of G (s) are obtained from Q(s) by using 

(4), the MTSF and the steady-state system availability can be derived. 

3. Distribution of System Failure Time 

The LS transform of failure time distribution of the n-unit system 

with r repairmen, rpnr(S) , is given by 

(5) rpxr(s)=!(S)rg1n(S) , 

where [Cs) is defined by the equation 

( 6 ) [Cs) == ~~ e-"dF(t) . 

Here rg;; and rf/;; denote g;j and q;j for the system with r repairmen 

respectively. Therefore, by solving (4) to find rg1n(S) for given Q(s), 

rpnr(S) can be obtained as follows: 

( 7 ) rpnr(S) = [Cs)!l.!~(j)rll23(S) ~:~ rf/n±,,-~) 
rSn-1 

because rq;;(S)=O for j>i+l. Here, S; is the determinant consisting of 

the first i rows and of the first i columns Q.f the matrix J- Q(s), 

namely, 

j,.,- rq21 

- rq" . . 
: "0 

o · .. ························0 

o ···············0 
... .. 

l- r q33 •••••• .. .. 
.... .. ... .. 

... .. 

... .. 

.. 
.. ... 
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... .. 
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. .. 
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. .. .. 
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For ,Si, the following recurrence relation holds: 

(9) ,Si=,Si_I(1-,Qii)-,Si_2',Qi_l, i',Qi, i-I 

-"Si-S°,qi_2, ;_l°,qi_1, I ·,.qi, i-2-·········· 

-,SI·428·48.·· '4i-lr i'4i2 

-,Q12',Q28" ',Qi-lr i',Qil • 

Moreover, by utilizing the relation 

n 
(10) r; 4ij=!(S) , (isn-l), 

j=l 

.si is given by 

(11) rS,= 

1-/(8) -rq12 o o ........................ 0 

1-/(8) 1- rq" -rq23 o ........................ 0 

1-/(8) - rq34. . .... 
"0. • ••• 

-rq'3 ll-rq....... . .... 

-.q.. ........ . .................. . 

o 

1-/(8) 

1-!(8)+rql,'+1 -rq12 -rq" 

...... ~rq'-l.' 

-rql,' ...... - rqU-l 1- rqll 

1 
=(l-!(s)) r; ,LI jl +412',Q28'4w'" 4i-lr i',Qi, i+1 , 

j=l 

57 

where rLI.m denotes the cofactor for the element of the kth row, mth 

column of this matrix. Therefore, letting ,W;(s) and Ui,(S) denote 
i i 
r; ,LIil , IT ,Q;, j+1, respectively, we have 
j=l j=l 
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(12) 

Thus, from (7) and (12), rfn,(S) is given by 

(13) 

Considering the elements "Q}, j+l, we can write 

(14) 1
!~ /(s+jp)]'[/(s+rp)]'-' , (i>r) , 

U,,(s) = 
IT /(s+jp) , (isr) , 

j=1 

For example, in case r= n -1, terms n-lQij(S) are as follows: 

(15) n_lQij(S) = ~~ e-", (i-:+l) e-(j-l)pl(l-e-pl)i-j+ldF(f) , 

(l~j~i<n) 

(16) (l<::;;:i<n) , 

Then from (7) and (15), 

(17) 

n-l 
f(s) fI!(s+jp) 

j=l 
rf., n-l(S)= --S~--~---' 

n-l n-l 

By using (9), (15) and (16), .-ISi follows the recurrence relation 

(18) n_1Si=n_lSi_l' ( 1- (~) (f(S+i-ip)-!(S+ip») 

-n-lSi-2.f(s+r~1f1) (~) (!(s+t-2p)-2!(s+i-=lp)+ !(s+ip» 

-n-lSi-3 .f(s+i~2p)!(s+ i"::lp) ~ (!(s+i:":'3p) -3!(s+ i~2p) 

+3/(s+t-lp)-!(s+ip) ) 
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- ~nl f(s+jp») (~) ± (k
i 

)(-I)k[(s+kp) , (l<i<n). 
;=1 t k=O 

From (12), (15) and (16), 0_IS, can be written as 

(19) .-IS, = (1-[(S»O-1 W;(s) + Ir [(s+ j p) . j;1 

Using (18) and (19), we obtain the recrrence relation for 0-1 W;, namely 

i-I i-I 

(20) 0-1 W;= .E 0-1 WjH" H+ IT [(s+ jp), (l<i<n) , 
j=1 j=1 

where 0-1 W1 = 1 while Hu is defined by 

(21) (i)[ i-I ] i+l( j) . __ _ Hu=-., n, [(s+kp) . .E k 1 (-I)k-l[(s+i+k-f-lp) , 
J k=.-;+1 k=1 -

U>/?2) , 

and 

From (18), (19) and (20), 0-1 W; is given by 

(23) 0-1 W;(s) = i~ (Hu irl HH) 
j=1 k=2 

+;~: [(S+jPH:E( H" H ~[1 [(s+m p») 

i-I j-l ( k-l ) + ,1: 1: H" H H j, j-k IT [(s+mp) + ......... . 
;=3 k=2 m=l 

i-I ml-l 

+ 1: 1: 
ml=i-2 m2=i-3 

m'-4- 1 { 
1: : Hi,i-ml·HmJ,ml-m2·Hm2,m2-m3 .... 

m£-3=2 

m'-3-1 
. H mb:'mi-4-m'-3 IT [(s+kp») 

k=1 

+ (t Hi!)' [(s+ p), U>I). 
;=3 
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In this paper, it is to be understood that for subscripted variables X 
k 

the product IT X is taken as unity for j>k while the summation 
i=j 

k 
.L; X is taken as zero for the same case. From (19) and (20), the fol
i=j 

lowing equation 

(24) n-lS,,-I=(l-f(S){jfl (; )~~ll (l-f(S+kp))J:~; f(s+kp) 

- ~~>(S+kP)J + :~~ f(s+kp) 

can be proved by induction. Thus the equation 

(25) 

is obtained by using (17) and (24). This result agrees with Srinivasan's 

formula [7]. 

In case r<n-1, where waiting for repair occurs, ljJ.,(s) becomes 

more complex than in case r=n-l. For the. case where r=l and n~3, 

the terms lqij(S) are as follows: 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

where fW(s) denotes the kth derivativ:e of f(s). Therefore, from (7) 

and (28), the equation 

(29) 

holds, where IS; is given by 
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by using (12) and (28). Thus from (9), (12), (26), (27) and (28), I W; 

satisfies the recurrence relation 

i-I 
(31) I W,(s) = L: 1 W;(s)BH[f(s+ ,u)],-j+l+[f(s+ ,u)]H, (i>I) 

j=1 

where 1 Wl = 1 and Bk is given by 

(32) 
". kf_W(s + ,u_) _ 

BK=(-I)k+l.'" k! ,(k>l) 

and 

(23) Bl = 1 +,ul' (s+,u) . 

Now, (31) can be solved for 1 W, as 

i-I 
(34) I W;(s)=[f(S+,u)]H+[f(s+,u)]H. L: BH 

j=1 

i-I j-I _ 
+ [f(s+ ,u)]H L: L: B,_j' B j_k + ......• 

j=2 k=1 

i-I ml-I m'-3-1 
+/(s+,u) I: I: .. "" I: B,-m,Bm,-m2" " . B mi-3 - m'-2 

m,=i-2 m2=i-3 m'-2=1 

In the case of r=2 and n~4, the transition matrix elements 2Qij(S) 

are given by the following equations: 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 2Q" '+I(s)=/(s+2,u) , (i~2), 

(38) 
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2q;l(s)=f(s)-2H f(s+p)+ if.2 (_p)k J<kl(S+2p).(2H_2k) , 
k=O k! 

U>1) . 

Then, from (7), (35) and (37), we have 

(40) 

where 25n _ 1 can be given by 

(41) 25n-1 =(1-f(s)h Wn_I(S)+ f(s+ p)[f(s+2p)]n-2 

by using (12). The recurrence relation for 2 W; is written by 

;-1 
+ r; 2 Wi(s)· [f(s+2p)];-i- l . C;-i, U>l) 

j=2 

from (9), (41) and (35)-(39). Here C. and C.* are as follows: 

(43) 

(44) C1=1+2pf' (s+2p) , 

(45) [ 

k-l (_1)i-1 ] 
C.*= 0-2· f(s+p)-f(s+2p)+ or;--.;opifCjl(s+2p) , 

J=1 J. 

(k>1) , 

(46) C1*=1-2(f(s+p)-f(s+2p)) . 

Then, (42) can be solved as 

i-I 
+ r; CH(f(s+ pH C* i-l)[f(S+2p)]H 

j=2 

i-I j-I 
+ r; r; CI _iCi_.(f(s+P)+C*._I)[f(s+2p)]H+ ... 

j=3 k=2 
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i-I m,-I mi-4- 1 
+ L; L; 

m,=i-2 m2=i-3 
L; Ci-m, Cm,-m2Cm2-m3' ...... . 

with 2 Wl=1. 

mi-3=2 

. C mi-,,-mi-3(/(S+ ,u)+C* mi-3-1)/(s+2,u) 
+[CdH '(f(s+,uHC1*) , (i>I) 

Examples of cpn,(S) for n=2,3 and 4 are shown as follows: 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

/(s)/(s+ ,u) 
CP21(S) = l~/(s) +/(s+ pT 

/(s)[/(s+ ,u))2 
CP31(S) = (1~ /(s»(i +-p],(s+-p)+fCs+'-,u-))-+-[f-(-s+ ,u)]2 

/(s)/(s+ ,u)/(s+2,u) 
cpds) = -(1~ 1(5»)(1-/(:* p)+2/(s+2,u))+ /(s+ pV(s+2,u) 

CP42(S) = /(s)/(s+ ,u)[/(S+2,u)]2/ {(1-/(s»[/(s+ ,u)/(s+2,u) 

-4/(s+2,u)(f(s+,u) - /(s+2,uH ,uf'(s+2,u» 

+(1-/(s+,u) +2/(s+2,u»(1 +2,u/'(s+2,u»] 

+ /(s+ ,u)[/(s+2.u)J2} . 

4. MTSF 

When MTSF of the n-unit system with r repairmen is denoted by 

T n" it is given by 

(52) Tn,= -[dd CPn,(S)] 
s ,=0 ' 

Using (13), and (14), we reduce the equation (52) to 

~'(O){~~n=~~)+[i~1 /~)J/(r,u)]n-'-i 
[j~/(j,u) J [f(r,u)]n-,-t 

(53) Tn,= -

Examples of the MTSF for n=2, 3 and 4 are shown as follows: 

(54) 
~ _ f'(O)(fCp.)±l) 

21- - /(,u) , 
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(55) 
T - _ J'(O)(l + f(p)+ [f(p)]2+ pf'(0L 

31- [f(p)]2 ' 

(56) 
1'(0) 

T 32 = -- I( t.tH(2p' (1-f(p)+2f(2p)+f(p)f(2p)), 

(57) 
[(0\ 

T. 2 = - j(P)LJ (~p)y {1-f(p)+2f(2p) 

+2pf'(2p)(1-f(p)) -3f(p)f(2p) + [f(2p)J2· (4+ f(p»}· 

5. Steady State Availability 

Steady-state availability of a system is given by lim A(t) where 
t~oo 

A(t) is defined as the probability that the system is functioning at time 

t. Steady-state availability can be obtained from the matrix equation 

(4) by using the following relation 

(58) 
rp 

r(J •• (S)= ---+- ·r(J.-l, .(s) . 
S rp 

This relation is easily derived from the following consideration. The 

LS transform of the first passage time from the state of system down 

to the instant of system restored, when one of the units is repaired, is 

rp/(s+rp), and the first passage time from the initial instant of system 

restored to state n is equal to that from state n-l to state n. Thus, the 

steady state availability for the n-unit system having r repairmen, Anr, 

is given by 

(59) 

. d ] 1 I d- r(J •• (S) + --
S .=0 rp 

---.---~ 

[dd r(J •• (S)] 
S .=0 

Therefore, if r(J.-l, .(s) is obtained from (4), A.r can be derived from (58) 

and (59). By solving (4) in consideration of rqij=O for j>i+l, we obtain 

(60) 
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where rSO=1. Hence, for r<n, 

) rS.-2 f (61 rO.-l, .(s) = --S---· (s+rfl) , 
,. ,,-1 

~llld for r=n, 

(62) .0.-1, .(s) =,-100-1, .(s) . 

From (58), (12), (14), (60) and (61), the equation (59), for r<n, is reduced 

to 

(63) A - ------- -1'(O)[J:f':-I(O)-r w..-2_(0)f(rfl)] 

.r-. . [ .IT fUfl) ][f(rfl )].-r-l ' 

-1'(0),[ W._ 1(0)-r W.- 2(O)flrp)] + J=l --='----
rp 

(r<n) 

with r Wo(O) =0. 

In particular, in the case of r=n-1, and n, fr"Om (12), (24), (62) 

and (63), we have 

(64) 

where 

(65) 
n-l (n-1)i-l I-f(k/-l) n-1 1-f(kp) 

D =1+ L: IT + IT ----
• j=2 j-1 k=l f(kp) k=l f(kp) . 

Examples for n=2, 3 and 4 are shown as follows: 

(66) 
-/,(0) A2r = ------. 

_ /,(OH {(/-I) • 
rfl 

(67) Aa1 = _ -::-::.['SO) (1 +fl!'Cfl» _ 
-1'(0)(1 + fl/'(p)H[f(fl)]2f p , 

(68) Aar = --- =f'(0)(l-f(flHf(2fl» , (r>1) 

- f'(O)(l-f(p) + f(2fl» + fC0fJ2
fl) 

rp 
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(69) 

___ -f'(O)[(l + '!1!.f'(211»(1-f(I1» + f(211)(1-2f(l1) +2f(211»]":-c:-__ 

- f'(O)[(l +2I1f'(211»(1-f(I1» + f(2p.)(1-2f(p.) +2f(2p.»)] + f(p.)[{~2P.)]2 

6. Examples of Numerical Calculations 

6.1 MTSF 

Figure 2 shows the MTSF of a 4-unit system with 2 repairmen 

calculated for various failure time distributions as a function of repair 

rate p.. In the cases where failure time distributions of the unit are 

exponential, gamma, and WeibuII, values of MTSF are plotted. Here 

failure probability density functions f.(t) and fwU) for the gamma and 

the WeibuII distributions are defined by 

(70) 

and 

Among the curves of Fig. 2, the gamma distribution with k=2 and 

the Weibull distribution with m=1.44, as well as the gamma distribution 

with k=10 and the WeibulI distribution with m=3.55, have the same 

means and variances. Nevertheless, in these cases, values of MTSF for 

the gamma distribution are larger than those of the WeibuII distribution 

for increasing failure rate, and the difference is relatively large. On 

the whole, the MTSF increases as m and k increase, namely as the 

variance decreases. The reason is that the system failure occurs only 

when many units fail in a short time successively, for the life time of a 

repairable standby system is much longer than the MTBF of the unit 

Therefore, the MTSF depends markedly upon the failure rate of the 

unit for the case where t is near O. When t is close to zero, exponential 
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Fig. 2. MTSF for 4-Unit Systems with 2 Repairmen as a 
Function of Repair Rate. 

67 

parts of I.(t) and Iw(t) ate nearly equal to 1. In such a case, t~-l is 

smaller than tm
-

1 for k=2 and m=1.44, as well as for k=10 and m=3.55. 

This explains the difference between the gamma and the Weibull distri

butions with the same means and variances. Therefore, if a general 

distribution is approximated to be exponential, it is possible that a 

large error will take place in the cakulation of MTSF. 

6.2 System Availability 

Steady-state availability for the case that F(t) is Erlang (the gamma 

distribution with integer parameter k), is investigated. For the Erlang 

distribution, the LS transform I(s) can be obtained analytically with 

ease. 

For n=3, r=l, using (67) and (70), we have 
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(REPAIR RATE I'lx(MTBF OF UNITI 

Fig. 3. Unavailability for 3-Unit Systems with 1 Repairman as a 
Function of Repair Rate. 

AS1 = 
~(1- !!L(_A )H1) 

_-'-CA~. . A A + ,u 
~(l_~(~A _)H1)+~(_A_)2k 
A A A+,u ,u A+,u 

In Fig. 3, the curves of unavailability As! defined by 

(73) Aa1 = 1 - Aa! 

are shown for various values of k as a function of repair rate,u. By 

comparison, large differences are observed among the curves. In par

ticular, it is observed that the unavailability decreases faster for the 

larger value of k, as ,u increases. 

7. Limiting Distribution of System Failure Time 

Gnedenko [3] has studied a repairable parallel redundant system 
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which consists of units with exponential failure time distribution and 

of one repairman with general repair time distribution. He has investi

gated the limiting distribution of the system failure time under the con

dition that the repair rate increases indefinitely. Here, the limiting 

failure time distribution for the standby redundant system with repair 

is obtained. 

For example, we consider the system of n=2 and r=1. As obtained 

previously, the LS transform tP21(S) of system failure time distribution is 

given by (48). A parameter a p is considered so that ap ....... O as p. ....... oo. 

Then, mj is defined as ith moment of the failure time distribution of a 

unit. Since 

(74) 

then 

(75) 

as p.---> 00 • 

(76) 

1 _ 1 = I-f(a"~L 
tP21(a ps) ((aps) 

If the condition that 

_~:±-f(~ps+ ilL 
f(aps+ p.) 

1 + f(p.) 
----> m a S -- - --- --

1 p f(p.) 

exists, the limit of (75) becomes s/a where a=l/(mlc). Thus, letting TJ" 

be the life time of the system, under the above condition, we have 

(77) 

as p. ....... oo. Namely, the limiting distribution becomes exponential. 

Such a codition where the limiting distribution is exponential exists 

for any possible nand r. The reason is that (13) can be reduced to 

(78) 
_1 __ 1 = (l-:::f(s2)J,!:f.-=l(s)±y.~,~s)) 
tP.,(s) ((s) U'- h ,Cs) 
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From this relation, the condition where if'.,(cxps) is a/(s+a) as f.l--->OO, is 

given by 

(79) 

where a is a constant. As f.l-+OO, ,W._ i (cx ps)--->1 and U.- i , ,(cxp)-+O be

cause ,q;j--->O in (11) except for j=l. Thus, by using (14), the condition 

(79) is reduced to 

(80) 
cx p 

~-------------- -c 

[ .IT f (if.l)] . U(r'P)]" 7.-1 - n, . 
,=1 

Under this condition, 

(81) 

holds as f.l--->OO for the n unit system with r repairmen. 

8. Limiting Form of MTSF and Availability 

From the above discussions, when f.l becomes very large, the limiting 

form of the MTSF T., is given by 

(82) 
-/,(0) To -->- --~ --- ----~-

., [k~/(kf.l) } [f(rf.l)]·-'-i 

by using (53). Furthermore, from (63), (64) and (65), when fJ becomes 

sufficiently large, the limiting form of the steady state unavailability An, 
can be written by 

(83) A.,----:> 
L~I~(if.l) l[f~~!!·-'-l 

-f'(O)rf.l 

9. Conclusion 

The Pyke's matrix method is applied to the reliability analysis of 
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repairable standby redundant systems having general failure and ex

ponential repair time distributions. For the system with any possible 

nand r, a method of finding the LS transforms of failure function, the 

MTSF and the steady state availability is shown. The results obtained 

by the method indicate that these values .. are markedly dependent upon 

the shape of the failure time distribution of the unit. 

The limiting distribution of system life time, when f-l becomes in

definitely large, investigated, and the condition under which the system 

failure time has exponential limiting distribution is shown for any nand 

r. Furthermore, the limiting forms of MTSF and steady state un

availability, when f-l becomes very large, are obtained. 

Besides, in case a failure to standby units is considered, it is thought 

th~t the PYk~'s ~~trix method can al~o be applied when the failure time 

distribution of standby units is exponential. 
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